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TO TELL OR NOT? AND WHAT TO SAY?  6 THINGS TO SAY TO YOUNG PEOPLE ABOUT 
DISORDERS AND DIAGNOSES 

16TH  JAN 2019 

You’ve just finished talking to your child’s doctor, paediatrician or psychologist and they have told you your child meets the 
criteria for a mental health, educational/learning or long term physical health diagnosis.  What do you say to your child/young 
person?  

10% of young people are diagnosed with a physical disability and up to 20% with a mental health diagnosis during their 
childhood and adolescence.  Many more young people don’t have a formal diagnosis per se but have tough struggles in a 
particular area (learning, social, mental health, physical health).  

It’s not surprising therefore that many parents have to grapple with these questions to “What should I say? And How should I 
say it?”.    

Working out how to talk to children about their challenges and diagnoses can be tough.  But doing this as well as we can is really 
important.  

When we talk helpfully to children and young people about their challenges we can potentially support them to better 
understand their challenges, feel less blame and isolation, help them understand the need for treatment/appointments/home 
activities (when this applies) and also empower them to ask them for what they need when we are not with them.  

Unfortunately, in contrast, when children hear unhelpful messages about their challenges it can lead to them feeling more 
distressed (in the short and longer term) about their diagnosis, feeling stigmatized (and sometimes leading them to talk to 
others about their diagnosis in a way with others which leads to further stigmatizing), feel uncared for, or developing a “I can’t 
do it” reaction to some situations in which they avoid helpful situations or behaviours because of their diagnosis or challenge – 
which then makes things worse for them. 

So talking about this carefully does matter.  How should we do this in a way which helps kids rather than hinders? 

I should first say there are no hard and fast “rules”.  What we say will depend a great deal on the age of the young person, what 
they already know, their situation and their own strengths and challenges. 

Having said that, here are a few ideas which might help you either disclose a diagnosis or talk in an ongoing way to them about 
it. 

1. CONSIDER EXPLAINING DIAGNOSES OR DISORDERS BY EXPLAINING DIFFERENCES, STRENGTHS 
AND CHALLENGES 

It can be helpful to explain to some children/young people that people have different brains and bodies (even though we can’t 
always see this) in many ways.  For example, we might say something like: 

We are all different.  Everyone has parts or systems in their brains and bodies which work well (sometimes we might call these 
“strengths”).  We all have parts or systems in our brains and bodies which don’t work so well, and most people have some parts 
of systems of their brain and body which don’t work very well at all.  Sometimes we call these challenges.  When people have 
the same kind of challenges for a long time, sometimes we call this a disorder or a disability. 

For example:  your body/brain is very good at (list your child’s strengths)  However the parts of your body/brain which help you 
(list some of the symptoms/key challenge your child has) don’t work as well as some people’s.  This is a challenge for you and 
has been for a while now.   

Some people call these challenges “Condition X” (list a diagnosis if you would like to.  Please note – it’s okay to choose not to 
include the name of the disorder if you don’t think this is appropriate for your child – sometimes keeping the label as “adult 
information” is a reasonable decision). 

2. EXPLAIN TO CHILDREN THAT DIAGNOSES AND DISORDERS ARE NOT THEIR FAULT 

Particularly in the early days of a diagnosis, it is usually a good idea to remind young people that they haven’t done anything 
wrong and the diagnosis is not their fault.  For example, we might say something like:: 

Sometimes parts and systems of our brains and bodies don’t’ work well from the time we are born – and some break down or 
stop working because of something which happens to us.  Either way, it is no-one’s fault.  There is nothing you’ve done which 
has made this happen. 
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3. LET YOUNG PEOPLE KNOW IT’S NORMAL TO FEEL SAD, TIRED, ANGRY, JEALOUS AND WORRIED 
SOMETIMES WHEN DEALING WITH CHALLENGES (AND THAT WE WILL LISTEN) 

It’s important to remind children/young people that it’s okay to sometimes struggle with a diagnosis or challenge and to help 
them feel supported. 

For example, we might say something like: 

People who have challenges will sometimes feel sad or angry about the fact they have to manage them.  Sometimes they feel 
worried about how they will cope in the future.  Sometimes they feel jealous that other people don’t have to manage their 
challenges.  Sometimes they feel embarrassed to have different challenges than other people.  It’s normal to have these 
feelings.  It’s normal to have these feelings.  If you have them, would you please tell me?  I’d like to be there for you. 

4. REASSURE THEM THEY ARE NOT ALONE IN THEIR CHALLENGES 

We also want young people to know that there are many people (adults and kids) who are dealing with many different types of 
challenges and they are not alone in having challenge in their life.   The risk with providing this information is that young people 
may feel as though we are minimizing their struggles - obviously this is something we want to avoid.  

However, despite the risk it brings, I think empathically providing information that there are many others who have challenges 
to manage is helpful for two reasons.  First, it helps young people to feel less isolated, and second it reminds them to show 
compassion, help and be aware of others even though they have their own challenges to manage.   In the long run, this will help 
our children/young people feel more positive about themselves.  

We might say something like this: 

It’s important to know there are lots of kids/young people who have disorders/challenges.  For example in every school of 100 
kids, there will be X who have (state diagnosis or say “your challenge with XX).  And for those kids who don’t have those 
challenges, there will be lots of others who have other challenges - like not being able to understand people very well, having a 
hard time seeing, hearing, understanding ideas, running, using their body and managing pain. 

5. LET THEM KNOW THERE ARE THINGS THEY (OR OTHERS) CAN DO TO EITHER MANAGE, WORK 
AROUND OR EVEN IMPROVE THEIR CHALLENGES 

Research tells us that having hope for the future is essential for good mental and physical health.  While we shouldn’t make 
promises to children/young people about the future, we can still provide them with optimism and hope.  For example 

You should know that just because you have these challenges right now and they make life different for you in some way, 
doesn’t mean life will always be exactly the same for you in the future as it is at the moment.  Life often changes in ways we 
can’t predict.  Your body or brain systems may change as you get older, we may find different ways to manage your challenges 
or you might find they bother you less when you are an adult. 

6. LET THEM KNOW THERE ARE POSITIVE THINGS ABOUT HAVING CHALLENGES 

It is helpful for some children /young people to notice that their challenges and disorders – as well as being hard work – also 
may lead to something positive.  For example, we know that challenges sometimes help children learn other skills, develop new 
relationships, have strengths in other areas, develop empathy for others – and cause other good things to happen in their lives.  

Again, of course it’s important for us to tell children and young people about this in a way which is empathic rather than in a 
way which suggests they should be “happy” about the challenges they do have.  But provided we do it carefully and 
empathically (and ensuring we have a relationship with them first)  – telling children about the potential for good stuff to 
happen in the midst of struggle has the potential to make kids feel better.  For example, we might say something like: 

It can be helpful to remember that even when challenges seem mostly like hard work, there are sometimes some good things 
about having challenges.  Can you think of anything you’ve learnt, any way you have changed or anything good which has 
happened for you because of the challenges you have? 

I hope this gives you some ideas for how you might talk with your child/young person about this topic.  As I said at the 
beginning, it is important to know that all children and situations are different so you may do this in a very different way for your 
child – and it’s likely that this is perfectly fine. 

All the best with these sometimes tough, but often meaningful conversations. 


